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This collection features a selection of classical pieces by the world's most renowned composers:

Johann Sebastian Bach, Antonio Vivaldi, George Frideric Handel, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,

Ludwig van Beethoven, Richard Wagner, Johannes Brahms, Johann Strauss, Pyotr Tchaikovsky,

Giuseppe Verdi, Edvard Grieg and Edward Elgar.For the beginnner and intermediate Ukulele

player, in both standard notation and tablature.Includes:1812 OvertureA Little Night MusicThe Blue

DanubeBridal ChorusChoral FantasyDance Of The FlowersLa Donna Ã¨ MobileFÃ¼r

EliseGreensleevesIn the Hall of the Mountain KingJesu, Joy Of Man DesiringLand Of Hope And

GloryLullabyMinuet in GOde To JoyTannhÃ¤user OvertureSpring - Four SeasonsWater Music
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Look, I have no experience prior to 3 weeks ago when I started lessons so reading music is like

reading Egyptian hieroglyphs. What I need is TABS so I can start playing right away. This book has

just that and then some. I love this book. I got it in the mail today and started playing "In the hall of

the mountain king," in just 5 minutes thanks to TABS! I think I can also play "Ode To Joy," but it will

take a few hours on that one since its slightly more advanced. I won't play them all right away, but I

can see me playing all of them in a few months time. This is money well spent and I will buy from



this author again.

This book contains a good selection of songs with easy to play tabs. I'm a beginner and I was able

to quickly learn to play several songs. The arrangements were simple enough to learn, but still had

a very pleasant sound. I wish there were more books like this one.

The music is too small to read on Kindle. You can see the notes but the zoom only takes you up

one step so I have to strain to read the tab or the fingering even in daylight. Last night I couldn't

make out the tab line at all. It would certainly be useless on a music stand. I think it should be taken

off the Kindle market. The tunes look fine and if I could read it I would be quite happy!

For a serious ukulele player, intermediate or higher, this is an excellent book.A wide variety of

classical pieces is presented in two formats, and the arrange-ments sound quite nice when they are

performed to tempo.

This is a good collection of fairly easy arrangements for the uke and the tablature seems to be spot

on. The text is just too small to be easily seen on any of my Kindles. You can't even use the "pinch

zoom" to make it larger and changing the text size has no effect. If you are going to buy it, I

recommend getting the print edition instead

I have taken up the ukulele about a month ago, and found this to be pretty easy to play. I do have

experience on classical guitar and other instruments, so if you are just strumming chords, the book

might be more difficult for you. Still all very attainable, if you're willing to put in a bit of work.The

pieces chosen are very widely known chestnuts of classical music, and as another reviewer wrote, it

does not cover the entirety of the piece. It does however, present familiar pieces in a very

well-transcribed manner, which is all I would expect from an Easy Classical Solos book. I was

impressed by the arrangements, they sound much richer than one would imagine for an "Easy" title.

It makes me sound better than I really am, and I have thoroughly enjoyed the book.And, my wife

enjoys hearing me play the pieces in the book. Highly recommended.

I bought the kindle version since it just has just several short classical pieces so I thought wouldn't

need it for long. I have an iPad so I'm totally happy with the page size for reading and practicing. I

also have a laptop of which the screen display can rotate to vertical and I tested that it also works



fine with the ebook when rotated (you wouldn't be able to read easily on a horizontal display nor a

phone/tablet of smaller screen).This book is great for people who are serious about finger picking

and classical ukulele. It is simply a sheet music collection, like any other normal sheet music for,

say, classical piano. Nothing super fancy, no tutorial on finger picking skills, but very well edited (I've

gone over all pieces now and there's no chord that would sound weird). I would recommend it to

people who have some beginner-intermediate level skills or who are ready to spend time learning

some skills from other resources.I started ukulele playing a few months ago and have spent quite

some time searching online for good exercising guides for both strumming and finger picking (I don't

want to waste money and storage spaces for unhelpful stuff. You all probably have experienced the

difficulty of getting a good ukulele tutorial). My experience is that for strumming and beginner skills,

watching video tutorials online is good enough. Save you money do not by those "for beginners"

books since they're not going to help more than what you can get online for free. This book is a

good buy since I haven't been able to find most of the sheet music pieces online. Now after

practicing I also feel that it's worth keeping for longer since although getting the right note is easy,

making it sound like a classical masterpiece is still a long way to go.

If you are looking for a resource of songs for Uke that has both Uke Chords and TAB you have

come to right place!
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